


FILM OVERVIEW
Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella

G | 88 min / Family, Fantasy, Musical / November 2, 1997

BrownHouse Productions/ Citadel Entertainment/ Storyline Entertainment / Walt Disney Television

Cinderella chafes under the cruelty of her wicked stepmother and her evil stepsisters, Calliope 
and Minerva, until her Fairy Godmother steps in to change her life for one unforgettable night. At 
the ball, she falls for handsome Prince Christopher, whose parents, King Maximillian and Queen 

Constantina, are anxious for him to find a suitable paramour.

Actors:
Brandy Norwood- Cinderella
Bernadette Peters-  Cinderella's Stepmother 
Veanne Cox- Calliope
Natalie Desselle Reid- Minerva
Paolo Montalban- Prince Christopher 
Jason Alexander- Lionel
Whoopi Goldberg- Queen Constantina 
Victor Garber- King Maximillian
Whitney Houston- Fairy Godmother

Directed by: 
Robert Iscove

Teleplay by:
Tim McCanlies

Based on the book by: 
Oscar Hammerstein II 



THE MAKING OF 
RODGERS AND 

HAMMERSTEIN'S 
CINDERELLA



BRINGING RODGERS & 
HAMMERSTEIN'S CINDERELLA TO THE 

SCREEN

When shooting began for Rodgers and Hammerstein’s "Cinderella" in July of 
1997, the closest Disney had come to showcasing a black princess were the 
muses from "Hercules." In fact, it would be another 12 years before an 
(animated) black girl got the lead in "The Princess and the Frog." But 
megastar Whitney Houston didn’t want to wait. Instead, the Grammy and 
Emmy Award-winning artist set out to make a diverse, multicultural 
"Cinderella," starring a young Brandy Norwood — who would become 
Disney's first black princess.

Remaking "Cinderella" had been on Houston’s mind for years; long before 
any footage was shot, before glass slippers were fitted, before anyone 
thought that Cinderella could have microbraids. Houston and her co-
producers knew how important it was for each modern generation to have 
their own "Cinderella"...The story of a down-on-her-luck, fatherless girl saved 
from her wicked stepmother by a fairy godmother and a handsome prince 
goes back to 1634, when it was first published by Italian author Giambattista  



Basile. It, of course, went on to become one of The Brothers Grimm’s best 
known works, published in their 1812 fairytale collection. Silent film star Mary 
Pickford played the character in a 1914 movie, and in 1950, Walt Disney and 
his animators gave us their first animated interpretation of the tale. CBS first 
staged a live version of the "Cinderella" musical in 1957. It starred a young 
Julie Andrews and was watched by over 107 million Americans. In 1967, 
CBS reimagined the musical once again. Lesley Ann Warren’s portrayal of 
Cinderella was so successful that it was rebroadcast eight times, essentially 
once a year through February of 1974. Warren’s Cinderella became annual 
"event watching" in many households, catching the eyes and imaginations of 
more of America’s kids each time it aired.

More than two decades later, Norwood and Houston's "Cinderella," which 
was first broadcast by ABC on November 2, 1997, went on to do the same 
thing for a whopping 23 million households (and an estimated 60 million 
viewers) in just one night. The casting of this "Cinderella" was historic and 
not without its detractors — not since "The Wiz" had a production dared to 
imagine that a story so firmly fixed in the cultural zeitgeist could be seen as 
anything other than lily white. And for a generation of young children of color, 
"Cinderella" became an iconic memory of their childhoods, of seeing 
themselves in a black princess who could lock eyes and fall in love with a 
Filipino prince. Whitney Houston’s persistence had paid off, her dream of a 
multi-cultural "Cinderella" production was realized, and its effect was 
achieved.



CINDERELLA'S PRODUCING TEAM ON 
HOW THE FILM CAME TO LIFE

When they were children, producers Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, and Debra 
Martin Chase had all watched and been enchanted by Warren’s portrayal of 
"Cinderella" on TV. In 1993, they were producers looking for their next 
projects — when they heard Whitney Houston wanted to do a musical, they 
each instinctively felt "Cinderella" would be the perfect fit.

Neil Meron (Executive Producer): "Surprisingly, the journey began at 
CBS — not with Disney. Craig and I had just done the musical "Gypsy" for 
CBS starring Bette Midler. It was a gigantic success and it was really the 
first movie musical that was done on TV I think in forever. This was in 1993.
After "Gypsy" aired we were called into Jeff Sagansky’s office, who was 
head of CBS at that time, and he went, "OK, what’s next?" We’d had a call 
from Nicole David, Whitney’s longtime agent at WME, who’d said, "Whitney 
watched ‘Gypsy’ and she wants to do one. What ideas do you have?" For 
whatever reason, I pitched her "Cinderella." I had seen kinescopes of the 
original Julie Andrews "Cinderella" and then, of course, there was the 
Lesley Ann Warren version, which I loved at the time."



Craig Zadan (Executive Producer): "At that point, Whitney was going to 
play Cinderella. She was also attached to be a producer with us from the get-
go. We actually didn’t meet her partner, Debra, until way down the road. But 
Robert Freedman, who wrote the script, was around pretty quickly if I’m 
remembering correctly."

Robert Freedman (Writer): "I actually got involved in ‘93 when Whitney was 
supposed to play Cinderella. I’ve never done this before or since, but… I saw 
a little story about "Cinderella" in Variety at the time, and it said CBS was 
gonna do "Cinderella" again. I don’t even know if it said Whitney Houston, 
but it said Craig and Neil. That was enough for me. I said to my agent, "Can 
you get me a meeting, I’m perfect for this." I had been in love with the 
"Cinderella" that was done in the 1960s with Lesley Ann Warren, and I just 
saw this and my eyes lit up. So I got a meeting with Craig and Neil; they 
couldn’t have been nicer and we hit it off."

Neil Meron: "Robert was one of the best known TV writers of the time. Didn’t 
have much experience doing musicals, nor did any of us. But he did a 
remarkable job."



Craig Zadan: "I just remember the three of us throwing around a lot of 
different ideas, because we were breaking new ground with the piece. We 
knew that we were going to do something that was completely multicultural."

Debra Martin Chase (Executive Producer): "I grew up watching the Lesley 
Ann version of "Cinderella." That was an annual major event in my house. So 
I was enthralled with the idea of doing a new "Cinderella," and having her be 
of color. I knew how much it would have meant to me as a little girl.

I was running Denzel Washington’s production company, Mundy Lane 
Entertainment, and I had developed "The Preacher’s Wife" from scratch while 
I was there. Whitney signed on relatively early to be in the movie, and I got to 
know her and her team on that project. We developed a really good 
relationship — by the time I started working with her, "Cinderella" was already 
in her orbit. It had just been sitting there for awhile, dormant. Neil and Craig 
were some of the first people on my call sheet when we started the production 
company, and they were like, "We’ve been trying to get traction on this!"

Neil Meron: "We formed a relationship with the Rodgers and Hammerstein 
Organization, led by Ted Chapin. We were a little worried that they would balk 
at the idea of doing "Cinderella" with a diverse cast, because that was the 
idea right from the start: It was going to be a diverse world that we would 
present."



There was no pushback from the organization at all! I think it was because 
Whitney was so huge at that time; to a lot of executives she was popular 
entertainment as opposed to being defined by her race. We were also 
worried about making sure that Cinderella that was defined by more than 
falling in love with a handsome prince. She needed to have a story of her 
own that superseded just being attracted to his good looks. That’s not the 
way that the culture was going at that time. Robert was able to give her a 
little bit more of a backbone and have her be an independent woman.

Robert Freedman: "I wasn’t thinking about how to write it multiculturally, I 
was thinking about how to write for 1997, for young girls watching it. My wife 
told me about how women were depicted affected her growing up — you 
know, like in those Doris Day movies, and even in the past "Cinderella"s. I 
was particularly sensitive to not telling a story of "she’s just waiting for the 
prince or the white knight on the white horse to come and take her away." 
I’m not saying that it’s the most feminist movie you’ll ever see, but it is 
compared the other versions."



There was a lot of rewriting between 1993 and 1997. The producers were 
worried about having a script ready for Whitney to read. They were worried 
about moving the whole project forward.

Debra Martin Chase: Whitney, bless her heart, took a long time to focus 
and make decisions.

Craig Zadan: Whitney was so gigantic, and so in demand at the time. She 
had so many other concrete things that she was doing that "Cinderella" took 
a back seat and, as the time went on and executives started changing at 
CBS, we got a call from Michael Eisner, the head of Disney. He said, "I’m 
thinking of resurrecting ‘The Wonderful World of Disney.’ But I don’t want to 
launch it with some programming or some movie, I want to launch it with a 
big event. Do you have any ideas of what you might be able to do?" We told 
him, "Actually, we do." And we pitched "Cinderella" with Whitney. Of course, 
he went nuts, and said, "Oh my god, there’s nothing bigger than this." He 
immediately said, "Let’s do this, I will commit to this as the launching of ‘The 
Wonderful World of Disney.’" (shondaland.com)



Brandy Norwood (Cinderella): "Whitney called me at home on my house 
phone in Carson, California. Imagine — anyone could have picked up! 
Luckily I grabbed it, and I hear Whitney on the other end, "Brandy, what do 
you think about being Cinderella?" "Cinderella-Cinderella?" I asked. And 
she said, "Yes, I think you would be great in this role." I mentioned that I 
thought she was going to be Cinderella, because it was going around that 
the movie was going to be made. I’d heard through the grapevine that 
Whitney was going to be Cinderella, and I thought that was great casting. 
But she said, "No, I’m gonna be your Fairy Godmother." I screamed at the 
top of my lungs and ran all around my house. I left Whitney Houston on 
hold! Finally got back to the phone and I told her, "I would be honored. Of 
course!" But I was thinking, "I gotta get my sh*t together. This is Whitney! I 
have to be on point. I have to be good." I couldn’t believe it. I was young, 
and all of my dreams were coming true. I was so thankful, and I couldn’t 
wait to work with her." (shondaland.com)

BRANDY NORWOOD ON BEING CAST 
AS CINDERELLA



The success of "Cinderella" rested on several different creative elements 
coming together, and there were still a few musical loose ends to tie up before 
rehearsals or filming could begin.

Robert Freedman: "The book was never done. By that I mean, until we started 
shooting there were always changes. Things were always in flux, though not in 
a bad way. When we ended up having Bernadette come on as the stepmother, 
we realized pretty quickly that we’d have to find her a song. That character 
doesn’t have one originally. I was told we could use any Rodgers and 
Hammerstein song that wasn’t closely tied with one of their most famous shows 
— so no "Climb Ev’ry Mountain" [from "The Sound of Music"].

Neil Meron: "I actually remember it was Craig, me, and Rob Iscove and Rob 
Marshall and Robert Freedman, and we were at the piano just going through 
songs that could possibly work for Bernadette. We landed on "Falling in Love 
With Love" which was a Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart song from "The 
Boys From Syracuse." We thought that lyrically it made a lot of sense."

Neil Meron: "We cobbled together a few more songs too. Such as "The 
Sweetest Sounds," which was from a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical called 
"No Strings." But we thought it would be a great intro song for Cinderella and 
The Prince; every musical needs the key 'I Want' song."

Robert Freedman: "Rob Marshall was good friends with Fred Ebb. So Rob 
gave "The Prince is Giving A Ball" to Ebb and he did some twists on it for us."

Rob Marshall: "I’d forgotten about that! Rodgers and Hammerstein had passed 
by then, and we were trying to expand "The Prince Is Giving A Ball" to make it 
a big production number for Jason Alexander. So we looked at the original Julie 
Andrews version; there was a piece that worked perfectly, but it didn’t quite link 
up when we began to flesh it out. So we needed some help. It was tricky, 
because the Rodgers estate was very picky about who would do that kind of 
work — adding words to the lyrics of two masters. They, of course, had every 
right to be picky! My first time choreographing on Broadway was "Kiss of the 
Spider Woman," so I knew Fred Ebb and John Kander very well. It was an easy 
thing for me to say, "I could talk to Fred about doing this, ‘cause he’s a friend." 
Fred said "yes" immediately once I did."

ON THE MUSIC



The music was recorded at the Capitol Records building before filming 
began. In order to make the transitions between speaking and singing 
smoother in the final film, director Robert Iscove wanted his actors to be able 
to sing 8 to 16 bars live on set before transitioning into the recorded tracks.

Brandy Norwood: "Whitney and I had to go to the studio to rehearse and 
sing. And of course I was like, "I don’t have her range. I don’t have her notes. 
Stay in your lane, girl." But she was so natural and down to earth. So my 
personality started coming out. I was being myself and making her laugh. So 
I think all of that made me less nervous to sing with her. As long as I was on 
my low notes I was good. I didn’t try and go high with her. I stayed in my 
lane. It was a beautiful experience."

Bernadette Peters: "I remember when Brandy came back from those 
recording sessions, she couldn’t stop telling us how much she loved 
recording with Whitney, and how inspiring it was for her to record with her 
idol."

Robert Iscove: "Getting to blend Brandy’s pop voice with Paolo’s theatre 
voice was interesting. She had to get a little more diction, make it a little more 
theatrical. He had to loosen up to make it a little more poppy, because it was 
too Broadway."

Paolo Montalban: "They told me to sing like George Michael; do my diction 
more like George Michael’s. They told Brandy to think of opera singers and 
almost make fun of what she thought opera singers would sound like. And 
the brilliant thing is that both of us really did that, and it didn’t end up 
sounding crazy. I thought that was a brilliant bit of musical direction that 
many people don’t know about." 

ON RECORDING THE MUSIC



MEET SCREENWRITER 
ROBERT FREEDMAN

Born July 27, 1957 Robert L. Freedman is a writer-producer 
for television and film, perhaps best known for the Emmy-
winning miniseries "Life With Judy Garland: Me and My 
Shadows," and "Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella." 
Freedman won the 2014 Tony Award, Drama Desk Award, 
and Outer Critics Circle Award for Best Book of a Musical for 
the Tony-winning Best Musical “A Gentleman’s Guide to Love 
and Murder”. With collaborator Steven Lutvak, Freedman was 
nominated for the Tony Award for Best Score, and won the 
Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Lyrics. Freedman was 
nominated for the Writers Guild Award and two Emmy Awards 
as the writer and a producer of ABC’s “Life With Judy 
Garland: Me and My Shadows”, the top-rated mini-series of 
the season and the winner of 5 Emmys, the Television Critics 
Association Award, the Broadcast Critics Association Award, 
a Producers Guild Award nominee, and a Golden Globe 
nominee for Best Television Movie or Miniseries. He was a 
finalist for the Humanitas Prize for his teleplay for Lifetime’s 
“What Makes A Family”, a 2-hour drama based on a true 
story, starring Brooke Shields, Cherry Jones and Whoopi 
Goldberg, which won a GLAAD Award as Best Television 
Film of 2001. Freedman was nominated for the Writers Guild 
Award for his teleplay for “Rodgers & Hammerstein’s 
Cinderella”, starring Brandy, Whitney Houston, Whoopi 
Goldberg, Bernadette Peters, and Jason Alexander, which 
was seen by an estimated 60 million viewers on “The 
Wonderful World of Disney” on ABC-TV. Freedman’s writing 
career has been an eclectic one, ranging from drama to 
comedy to musicals. He won the Writers Guild Award for his 
HBO film “A Deadly Secret”, and his acclaimed CBS film 
“What Love Sees” won the Silver Plaque at the Chicago 
International Television Festival. “Honor Thy Mother”, also on 
CBS, won him a nomination for the Edgar Allan Poe Award 
from the Mystery Writers of America. His recent television 
films include Lifetime’s “The Pastor’s Wife” and “Murder In 
The Hamptons”. (https://robertlfreedmanwriter.com)



ABOUT DIRECTOR ROBERT ISCOVE

Robert Iscove began his career as a choreographer, 
working on stage and screen with such notable projects 
as "Peter Pan" and "Jesus Christ Superstar" and put his 
fluid visual approach to good use as a director for 
television moving into film in the late 1990s. A successful 
and prolific television director for much of the 80s and 
early 90s, Iscove made an initial splash in the early 70s, 
choreographing music and variety specials for stars 
including Burt Bacharach, Ann-Margret and Dorothy 
Hamill. A 1983 ice skating infused production of "Romeo 
& Juliet" starring the latter was one of Iscove's early 
directing and producing as well as choreographing 
credits, and the special, titled "Dorothy Hamill in Romeo & 
Juliet on Ice" earned him Daytime Emmy honors for his 
directing efforts.

In addition to longstanding work on the CBS drama 
"Wiseguy" from 1988-1990 and other series (including 
"Miami Vice" and "21 Jump Street"), Iscove worked 
extensively in made for TV films, managing to turn in 
movies of the week that were visually accomplished and 
dramatically compelling, despite having hopelessly 
cliched titles like CBS' "Breaking the Silence" (1992) and 
"Dying to Love You" (1993). The small screen offered 
Iscove the opportunity for consistent work, where he 
proved an inventive director, impressing with his masterful 
use of the limited resources. He moved into producing as 
well as directing in the 1990s, and took on varied projects, 
from the series of Janek detective TV-movies (1990-1994) 
starring Richard Crenna to a spate of fact-based personal 
horror stories like the domestic abuse chronicle "It Was 
Him or Us" (CBS, 1995) and even entries like the sci-fi 
disaster film "Without Warning" (CBS, 1994,). He tried his 
hand at series again, with co-producing and directing 
credits for the short-lived edgy drama "Profit" (Fox, 1996). 
The following year, his revisionist, multicultural take on 
the musical "Rodgers & Hammerstein's Cinderella" 
captured a wide audience and earned the director and 
producer attention and an Emmy nod. (tcm.com)



Having already racked up film credits as choreographer 
of Norman Jewison's 1973 big screen adaptation of 
"Jesus Christ Superstar" and 1976's "The Duchess and 
the Dirtwater Fox," Iscove made the move to feature 
directing in 1999 with "She's All That," a roundabout 
modernization of "Pygmalion" for the high school set. 
More heartfelt than the lowbrow slapstick brand of 
comedy popular at the time and more fun than the 
heavy-handed John Hughes 1980s teen fare, "She's All 
That" was an auspicious debut, a box office success 
that received a fair measure of critical acclaim and set 
the bar for the countless teen comedy releases to 
come. The presence of hip-hop princess Lil' Kim and 
R&B heartthrob Usher added credibility, and an up-to-
the-minute soundtrack made the film all the more 
attractive. Iscove's background in choreography 
obviously influenced his direction, shown not only in the 
film's two uncharacteristic but effective dance numbers, 
but also through the fluid motion of the camera 
throughout the film.

One particularly impressive visual effect showcased an 
inspired transition between real and fantasy life, 
wherein Zack (Freddie Prinze Jr.) is seamlessly 
transported from the front lawn of school to poolside at 
spring break. The following year Iscove returned with 
"Boys and Girls," a similarly hip but sweet look at 
youthful relationships, this time set in college. The film 
re-teamed Iscove with Prinze, and the two proved a 
good match. While the young actor rated high on the 
hot meters in the interim, Iscove was able to elicit a 
higher caliber performance from the young actor than 
he had given in some of his other projects. Co-starring 
fellow up and comers Jason Biggs and Claire Forlani, 
and marking the big screen debut of R&B diva Monica, 
the film was surrounded by hype-free buzz that should 
have appealed to its target audience.  In addition to this 
notable film and television work, Iscove was director 
and choreographer of the revival of "Peter Pan" starring 
Sandy Duncan, a captivating Broadway event that 
enjoyed a 1979-1981 run.



Oscar Clendenning Hammerstein II was born on July 12, 
1895 in New York City. He was perhaps the most 
influential lyricist and librettist of the American theater. 
Major musicals for which he wrote the lyrics include “Show 
Boat,” “South Pacific,” “The King and I,” and “The Sound of 
Music.” Hammerstein went to Columbia University in 
preparation for a career in law. It was at Columbia, 
however, that Hammerstein’s career in theater began. 
There, he met the young man who would later collaborate 
with him and Lorenz Hart: Richard Rodgers. When the 
musical, retitled “Oklahoma!,” opened on Broadway on 
March 31, 1943, it was an enormous success, both 
critically and popularly. “Oklahoma!” ran for 2,212 
performances in its initial Broadway engagement, and in 
1944 it received a special Pulitzer Prize. The team of 
Rodgers and Hammerstein was a success. They produced 
their own work and promising works by other artists and at 
one time had five of the highest grossing shows running at 
the same time on Broadway. They followed up their 
success with collaborations on “Carousel” (1945), 
“Allegro” (1947), “South Pacific” (1949), “The King and 
I” (1951), “Me and Juliet” (1953), “Pipe Dream” (1955), 
“Flower Drum Song” (1958), and “The Sound of 
Music” (1959), for which Howard Lindsay and Russell 
Crouse wrote the book, Rodgers composed the score, and 
Hammerstein wrote the lyrics. “South Pacific” won the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1950. “South Pacific”, “The King and I”, 
and “The Sound of Music” all won Tony awards for best 
musical. On September 1, 1960, at 9 p.m., the lights were 
extinguished on Broadway in memory of Oscar 
Hammerstein II, the “man who owned 
Broadway.” (pbs.org)

ABOUT OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN



Richard Rodgers’ contributions to the musical theatre of 
his day were extraordinary, and his influence on the 
musical theatre of today and tomorrow is legendary. His 
career spanned more than six decades, and his hits 
ranged from the silver screens of Hollywood to the 
bright lights of Broadway, London and beyond. He was 
the recipient of countless awards, including Pulitzers, 
Tonys, Oscars, Grammys and Emmys. He wrote more 
than 900 published songs, and forty Broadway 
musicals. Richard Charles Rodgers was born in New 
York City on June 28, 1902. His earliest professional 
credits, beginning in 1920, included a series of musicals 
for Broadway, London and Hollywood written 
exclusively with lyricist Lorenz Hart. In the first decade 
of their collaboration, Rodgers & Hart averaged two 
new shows every season, beginning with "Poor Little 
Ritz Girl," and also including "The Garrick Gaieties," (of 
1925 and 1926), "Dearest Enemy," "Peggy-Ann," "A 
Connecticut Yankee" and "Chee-Chee." After spending 
the years 1931 to 1935 in Hollywood (where they wrote 
the scores for several feature films including "Love Me 
Tonight" starring Maurice Chevalier, "Hallelujah," "I’m A 
Bum" starring Al Jolson and "The Phantom President" 
starring George M. Cohan), they returned to New York 
to compose the score for Billy Rose’s circus 
extravaganza, "Jumbo."

A golden period followed — golden for Rodgers & Hart, 
and golden for the American musical: "On Your 
Toes" (1936), "Babes In Arms" (1937), "I’d Rather Be 
Right" (1937), "I Married an Angel" (1938), "The Boys 
From Syracuse" (1938), "Too Many Girls" (1939), 
"Higher and Higher" (1940), "Pal Joey" (1940), and "By 
Jupiter" (1942). The Rodgers & Hart partnership came 
to an end with the death of Lorenz Hart in 1943, at the 
age of 48. Earlier that year Rodgers had joined forces 
with lyricist and author Oscar Hammerstein II, whose 
work in the field of operetta throughout the ’20s and 
’30s had been as innovative as 

ABOUT RICHARD RODGERS



Rodgers’ own accomplishments in the field of musical 
comedy. "OKLAHOMA!" (1943), the first Rodgers & 
Hammerstein musical, was also the first of a new genre, the 
musical play, representing a unique fusion of Rodgers’ 
musical comedy and Hammerstein’s operetta. A milestone in 
the development of the American musical, it also marked the 
beginning of the most successful partnership in Broadway 
musical history, and was followed by "Carousel" (1945), 
"Allegro" (1947), "South Pacific" (1949), "The King and 
I" (1951), "Me and Juliet" (1953), "Pipe Dream" (1955), 
"Flower Drum Song" (1958) and "The Sound of Music" (1959). 
The team wrote one movie musical, "State Fair" (1945), and 
one for television, "Cinderella." (1957). Collectively, the 
Rodgers & Hammerstein musicals earned 34 Tony Awards, 
15 Academy Awards, two Pulitzer Prizes, two Grammy 
Awards and 2 Emmy Awards. In 1998 Rodgers & 
Hammerstein were cited by Time Magazine and CBS News 
as among the 20 most influential artists of the 20th century 
and in 1999 they were jointly commemorated on a U.S. 
postage stamp. Despite Hammerstein’s death in 1960, 
Rodgers continued to write for the Broadway stage. His first 
solo entry, "No Strings" in 1962, earned him two Tony Awards 
for music and lyrics, and was followed by "Do I Hear a 
Waltz?" (1965, lyrics by Stephen Sondheim), "Two By 
Two" (1970, lyrics by Martin Charnin), "Rex" (1976, lyrics by 
Sheldon Harnick) and "I Remember Mama" (1979, lyrics by 
Martin Charnin and Raymond Jessel).

"No Strings" was not the only project for which Rodgers 
worked solo: as composer/lyricist he wrote the score for a 
1967 television adaptation of Bernard Shaw’s "Androcles and 
the Lion" for NBC; contributed songs to a 1962 remake of 
"State Fair" and to the 1965 movie version of "The Sound of 
Music." He composed one ballet score ("Ghost Town," 
premiered in 1939), and two television documentary scores — 
"Victory at Sea" in 1952 and "The Valiant Years" in 1960 (the 
former earning him an Emmy, a Gold Record and a 
commendation from the U.S. Navy.) Richard Rodgers died at 
home in New York City on December 30, 1979 at the age of 
77. On March 27, 1990, he was honored posthumously with 
Broadway’s highest accolade when the 46th Street Theatre, 
owned and operated by the Nederlander Organization, was 
renamed The Richard Rodgers Theatre, home to The Richard 
Rodgers Gallery, a permanent exhibit in the lobby areas 
presented by ASCAP which honors the composer’s life and 
works. (Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization.)



Character Bios

Cinderella
Cinderella lives with her stepmother and stepsisters and 
hopes to break free and pursue her dreams. 

Fairy Godmother
Cinderella's Fairy Godmother who helps guide her and 
encourages her to follow her dreams.

Prince Christopher
Prince Christopher is the son of Queen Constantina 
and King Maximillian who falls in love with Cinderella. 



Queen Constantina
Queen Constantina is the mother of Prince Christopher 
and wife of King Maximillian.

King Maximillian
King Maximillian is the father of Prince Christopher and 
husband of Queen Constantina.

Cinderella's Stepmother
The mother of Minerva and Calliope and cruel 
Stepmother to Cinderella.



Minerva 
Minerva is the sister of Calliope and stepsister to 
Cinderella.

Calliope
Calliope is the sister of Minerva and stepsister to 
Cinderella.

Lionel
Lionel is Prince Christopher's butler.



Actor Biographies

O'Hara can be seen on the Canadian television comedy series “Schitt's Creek” (2015). 
Her work in the series earned two Canadian Screen Awards for Best Lead Actress (2016 
and 2017). This year, O’Hara won the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy 
Series for her role on “Schitt's Creek” (2020). 

Brandy Norwood- Cinderella 
Brandy Rayana Norwood, known professionally by her mononym 
Brandy, is an American singer, songwriter, record producer, and 
actress. Born into a musical family in McComb, Mississippi, and 
raised in Carson, California, she began her career as a child and 
performed as a backing vocalist for teen groups. In 1993, 
Norwood signed with Atlantic Records. The following year, she 
released her self-titled debut album, which was certified 
quadruple Platinum in the US, selling six million copies 
worldwide. Norwood starred in the UPN sitcom Moesha as the 
title character, which lasted six seasons and resulted in numerous 
other roles. She resumed her music career in 1998 with the wildly 
successful duet with fellow R&B contemporary Monica, "The Boy 
Is Mine", which went on to become the best-selling female duet of 
all time, and one of the longest running number-one singles in 
history. Her second album, "Never Say Never," sold 16 million 
copies worldwide, featured two number one singles, and earned 
Norwood her first Grammy Award. This launched her into 
international stardom, with films, endorsements, sold-out concert 
tours, and her own line of Barbie dolls. In 1997, Norwood was 
hand-picked by producer Whitney Houston to play the title 
character in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s television version of 
"Cinderella" featuring a multicultural cast that also included Jason 
Alexander, Whoopi Goldberg, and Houston. The two-hour 
Wonderful World of Disney special garnered an estimated 60 
million viewers, giving the network its highest ratings in the time 
period in 16 years, and won an Emmy Award for Outstanding Art 
Direction for a Variety or Music Program the following year. 
(People Pill)

Whitney Houston- Fairy Godmother 
Houston was born in Newark, New Jersey, to a musical family: 
she was the daughter of the gospel star Cissy Houston, a cousin 
of Dionne Warwick and goddaughter of Aretha Franklin. She 
began singing in her church choir at the age of 11, and as a 
young teenager occasionally performed at her mother's concerts. 
Her voice attracted attention, and when she was 15, she and 
Cissy sang backup on Chaka Khan's 1978 hit "I'm Every Woman." 
She went on to provide vocals for Lou Rawls and Jermaine 
Jackson, and simultaneously developed a sideline in modelling. 
Her fresh-faced prettiness made her a success in front of the 
camera, and she was the second black model to appear on the 
cover of the American magazine Seventeen in 1981...



By her late teens, Houston had been a featured vocalist on 
albums by the disco songwriter Paul Jabara and the avant-
garde New York funk outfit Material. By then, her style was fully 
formed; on the Material track Memories, the richness of her tone 
was balanced by a poise and precision that was uncanny in a 
teenager. Inevitably, she was offered record deals, and signed 
with the Arista label, where she stayed for the rest of her life. 
Convinced that she had what it took to be a blockbusting star, 
Arista's influential president, Clive Davis, personally oversaw 
the recording of her first album. He also turned up with her in 
1983 on the Merv Griffin chat show, where she was introduced 
to the American public. She sang Home, from the soundtrack of 
The Wiz, and her vocals were flawless, but her frumpy ruffled 
dress and short, natural hair didn't project what Arista 
considered the right – saleable – image. By the time her first 
album came out, in 1985, she'd been given a thorough 
makeover: the cover photo showed a sleek-haired, golden-
skinned sylph wearing an elegantly draped white gown. Whitney 
Houston, as the debut was titled, was praised not for the music, 
which was unexceptional dance-pop, so much as for the 
promise the 21-year-old singer showed. "Obviously headed for 
stardom," predicted Rolling Stone magazine. It sold 3m copies 
in the US in its first year, and eventually about 25m globally. It 
also won a Grammy award, the first of six in her career.

The next few years saw her break the Beatles' record for the 
greatest number of No 1 singles in a row – she managed seven 
– and become America's highest-earning black female
entertainer. Her ubiquity on radio and TV paved the way for
other African-American singers and groups such as Mary J
Blige and Destiny's Child, who became hugely popular. Her
accessibility to all ages and cultural backgrounds helped less
easily marketed artists like Blige, but, as culturally significant as
she was, Houston was primarily an entertainer. Despite
occasional involvement in issues such as the fight against
apartheid, which saw her appear at the concert for Nelson
Mandela's 70th birthday, she was not an activist. Whatever her
private views on politics and race, her public self was always
poised and wholesome. Ironically, a venture into a more urban,
soulful sound on the 1990 album "I'm Your Baby Tonight"
elicited a sceptical reaction from some black critics.
Commercially, her most barnstorming project was the 1992 film
"The Bodyguard." Kevin Costner played the titular guard, while
Houston played a film star and sang on the soundtrack. Her
acting won her a Razzie award for worst actress (which did not
deter her from making several more films, and getting better
reviews), but the soundtrack became the biggest album of her
career, selling 44m copies and spawning "I Will Always Love
You." The song was inescapable, spending 14 weeks at No 1 in
the US and roosting at the top of nearly every other pop chart in
the world.



Her last album, "I Look to You," came out in 2009 to 
generally positive reviews. Her name still retained enough 
star-power to sell out most of the gigs on the tour promoting 
it, but many fans complained that her voice was no longer up 
to the rigours of touring. In May 2011 Houston underwent a 
further period of rehab. Last autumn she returned to acting 
for a remake with the American Idol winner Jordin Sparks of 
the 1976 film "Sparkle." Filming of the story of the effect of 
fame and drugs on a singing group of three sisters was 
completed recently. Houston was found dead, the cause not 
immediately clear, in a hotel room in Los Angeles, where she 
had gone for Davis's pre-Grammy party.
(theguardian.com)

Bernadette Peters- Cinderella's Stepmother 
Bernadette Peters is an American actress, singer and 
children’s book author. Over the course of a career that has 
spanned five decades, she is regarded as one of the most 
critically acclaimed Broadway performers, having received 
nominations for seven Tony Awards, winning two (plus an 
honorary award), and nine Drama Desk Awards, winning 
three. At age nine, she obtained her Actors Equity Card. In 
her teen years, she attended the Quintano’s School for 
Young Professionals. Peters is particularly noted for her 
roles on the Broadway stage, including in the musicals "Mack 
and Mabel," "Sunday in the Park with George," "Song and 
Dance," "Into the Woods," "Annie Get Your Gun" and 
"Gypsy." Peters was praised for her early work and for 
appearances on "The Muppet Show," "The Carol Burnett 
Show" and in other television work, and for her roles in films 
like "Silent Movie," "The Jerk," "Pennies from Heaven" and 
"Annie." She also has recorded six solo albums and several 
singles. Peters been nominated for three Emmy Awards and 
three Golden Globe Awards. Peters serves on the Board of 
Trustees of Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS and is the 
co-founder of Broadway Barks with Mary Tyler Moore. 
(americantheatrewing.org)



Whoopi Goldberg- Queen Constantina
Born and raised in New York City, Goldberg worked in theater 
and improvisation in San Diego and the Bay Area, performing 
with the Blake Street Hawkeyes theater troupe. It was there 
she created the characters that became “The Spook Show” 
and evolved into her hit Broadway show, GRAMMY Award-
winning album and the HBO special that helped launch her 
career. Goldberg made her motion picture debut in the Steven 
Spielberg-directed “The Color Purple,” for which she earned an 
Academy Award nomination and a Golden Globe Award. Her 
performance in “Ghost” earned her the Academy Award and a 
Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actress. She has 
also appeared in numerous other films including “Jumpin’ Jack 
Flash,” “Clara’s Heart,” “The Long Walk Home,” “Soapdish,” 
“Sister Act,” “Made in America,” “Boys on the Side,” “Ghosts of 
Mississippi,” “How Stella Got Her Groove Back,” “Girl, 
Interrupted,” “Kingdom Come,” “Rat Race,” “Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles,” Adriana Trigiani’s film adaptation of “Big Stone 
Gap” and co-starred with Tiffany Haddish and Tika Sumpter in 
Tyler Perry’s “Nobody’s Fool.” She has also voiced characters 
in such animated classics as “The Lion King” and “Toy Story 
3.” On television, Goldberg appeared for five seasons on “Star 
Trek: The Next Generation,” co-starred with Jean Stapleton in 
“Bagdad Café,” and hosted her own syndicated late-night talk 
show. 

She appeared in the Emmy-nominated HBO drama “In the 
Gloaming,” directed by Christopher Reeve; as well as the 
Wonderful World of Disney presentations of “Rogers & 
Hammerstein’s Cinderella” and “A Knight in Camelot”; and the 
miniseries “Alice in Wonderland” and “The Magical Legend of 
the Leprechauns.” She starred in the NBC sitcom “Whoopi,” 
which she executive produced, as well as the television 
movies “It’s a Very Merry Muppet Christmas Movie” and 
Showtime’s “Good Fences,” which she co-produced with co-
star Danny Glover. She executive produced the Lifetime 
original movie  “What Makes a Family,” Showtime’s “Ruby’s 
Bucket of Blood” and executive produced and starred in the 
TNT original movie “Call Me Claus,” the Showtime original 
“Good Fences” and the Lifetime original movie “A Day Late 
and a Dollar Short.” Goldberg has been the moderator and co-
host of ABC’s “The View” since 2007. She stars in the highly-
anticipated limited event series, The Stand,” based on the 
best-selling novel by Stephen King, which will premiere on 
CBS All Access in December.



Goldberg has had considerable success as a producer as well. 
She executive produced the Lifetime original series “Strong 
Medicine,” and from 1998 to 2002 she executive produced and 
appeared in the center square on “Hollywood Squares.” Under 
the umbrella of Whoop, Inc., Goldberg and her partner Tom 
Leonardis also produced the live-action comedy series “Just 
for Kicks,” set in the world of girls’ soccer, for Nickelodeon, as 
well as “Stream,” an original sci-fi miniseries event for 
FEARnet.com. They recently launched the BET docuseries 
“According to Alex” and Oxygen’s “Strut,” which followed a 
group of transgender models breaking down barriers in the 
world of fashion while challenging stereotypes of gender and 
beauty, and was honored with the GLAAD Media Award in 
2017 for Outstanding Reality Program. They produced the 
documentary short “Coach,” about legendary coach C. Vivian 
Stringer, for ESPN’s “Nine for IX” series; and Goldberg made 
her directorial debut on the Emmy Award-nominated 
documentary “Whoopi Goldberg Presents Moms Mabley,” 
which debuted at the Tribeca Film Festival and premiered on 
HBO in November 2013. Her documentary, “Waldo on Weed” 
premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival in 2019. Goldberg has 
appeared on many television series and specials, including her 
own HBO specials, three-time host of ABC’s “A Gala for the 
President at Ford’s Theatre” and nine historic “Comic Relief” 
telecasts with Billy Crystal and Robin Williams. Goldberg 
received Emmy Award nominations for hosting three “Academy 
Awards” telecasts and returned to host the first telecast at the 
new Kodak Theatre in 2002. She hosted the Tony Awards in 
2008.

Goldberg executive produced the hit Broadway musical 
“Thoroughly Modern Millie,” which won six Tony Awards, 
including Best Musical. She also produced “Whoopi… The 
20th Anniversary” and “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” (in which 
she also starred), as well as the West End, Broadway and 
worldwide touring productions of “Sister Act: The Musical.” She 
provided the voice of The Giant in the recent Hollywood Bowl 
production of “Into the Woods.” She returned to Broadway in 
1997, garnering rave reviews in “A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum.” In 2001, Goldberg returned to her 
performing roots, on tour for the first time in over 10 years, 
performing one-night-only engagements across the U.S. In 
2003, Goldberg produced and starred in the title role of the 
Broadway revival of “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom.” She 
commemorated the 20th anniversary of her original one-
woman show with a Tony-nominated engagement production 
on Broadway last year, and the HBO broadcast of the show 
was nominated for an Emmy Award. She appeared in the hit 
Broadway musical “Xanadu” and made her West End stage 
debut in a special limited run as Mother Superior in “Sister Act: 
The Musical” in 2011, which she also produced in London, on 
Broadway and around the world. She will produce and reprise 
her role as Deloris van Cartier opposite Jennifer Saunders in 
an all-new production of the musical in London next summer.



In addition to the Oscar®, the Grammy and two Golden Globe 
Awards, Goldberg has been honored with multiple NAACP 
Image Awards, numerous People’s Choice Awards and five 
Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice Awards as “Favorite Movie Actress,” 
as well as various awards and honors for her many 
humanitarian efforts. In 1992, Goldberg made her debut as an 
author with the children’s book “Alice.” Her second literary 
endeavor, “Book,” became a bestseller. Her books for adults 
include “Is It Just Me? Or Is It Nuts Out There?” and “If 
Someone Says ‘You Complete Me’…Run!!!” Her newest book 
“The Unqualified Hostess: I Do It My Way, So You Can Too,” 
was published by Rizzoli last Fall. She has also created her own 
clothing line, Dubgee by Whoopi, as well as several collections 
of her popular holiday sweaters. In 1995, Goldberg placed prints 
of her hands, feet and braids in the forecourt of the famed 
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre and received her star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame. (abcnews.go.com)

Paolo Montalban- Prince Christopher 
Paolo Montalban is best known as the handsome Prince 
Charming in the 1997 Disney/ABC television movie of "Rodgers 
and Hammerstein's Cinderella" with Brandy and Whitney 
Houston. He starred in the hit TV series "Mortal Combat 
Conquest" and also appeared as Lun Tha in the Tony Award 
winning Broadway revival of "The King I," as well as in 
productions of "Man of La Mancha," "Kiss Me Kate," "Nine," 
premiere recordings of Heading East and King Island 
Christmas, and the conceptual workshop of "Ballad of Little Jo" 
and the long awaited and reworked "Flower Drum 
Song."...Paolo obtained a B.A. in psychology from Rutgers 
University and was named one of People Magazine's 50 Most 
Beautiful People of 1998. (kennedy-center.org)

Victor Garber- King Maximillian
Victor Garber is an award-winning Canadian actor who has 
appeared in such beloved films as Titanic and Argo, the latter of 
which won the Screen Actors Guild Award for Outstanding 
Motion Picture Cast. He has been nominated for Emmy Awards 
for his work in the miniseries Life with Judy Garland: Me and My 
Shadows and the television shows Alias, Frasier, and Will & 
Grace. Garber is also an accomplished stage actor whose 
extensive credits encompass lead roles in both plays and 
musicals. He has earned Tony Award nominations for his work 
in Damn Yankees, Lend Me a Tenor, Little Me, and Deathtrap. 
(penguinrandomhouseaudio.com)



Natalie Desselle Reid - Minerva 
Reid starred as Mickey alongside Halle Berry in the 1997 
Robert Townsend comedy film “B.A.P.S.” and also starred in 
Tyler Perry’s “Madea’s Big Happy Family.” On television, she 
played Janie on the UPN sitcom “Eve” from 2003 until 2006. 
She was also in “Def Jam’s How to Be a Player” and the TV 
movie “Cinderella.” (legacy.com) Reid passed away from 
colon cancer in 2020. 



 TRIVIA QUESTIONS

1. In the song, "My Own Little Corner", Cinderella imagines that she is many things. One
of them is a queen. What South American country does she say she's a queen in?

2. Where do Cinderella and the disguised Prince Christopher meet?

3. What does Cinderella discover she has in common with Christopher when they first
meet?

4. What are the names of Cinderella’s stepsisters?

5. The prince's loyal valet, Lionel, helps him to convince his parents that if he doesn't meet
a bride the night of the ball, he can do what?

6. While getting ready for the ball, the stepmother tells her daughters: "Men can't stand to
be around _____ women."

7. After Fairy Godmother helps Cinderella get ready for the ball, what does she remind
her?

8. According to the Fairy Godmother in "Impossible", what is the world full of?

9. In the song "The prince is giving a ball," what part of the Prince's full name confuses
Lionel?



TRIVIA

• Brandy Norwood became the first African-American to play Cinderella.
This version broke viewership records when it debuted, and it holds the
record for the bestselling video for a made-for-TV movie.

• Whitney Houston was producing Rodgers and Hammerstein's
"Cinderella" and was to star in it until she decided that Brandy Norwood
would make a better Cinderella. Brandy would not do it unless her idol
Whitney took the Fairy Godmother role.

• The colors of the Step-family's ball gowns are a nod to
"Cinderella" (1950), The Stepmother is Lady Tramaine (Purple), Minerva
is Anastasia (Pink), and Calliope is Drizella (Green).

• Costume designer Ellen Mirojnick went on to become the costume
designer for the hit series "Bridgerton" (2020).

• "The Sweetest Sounds" from Richard Rodgers' musical "No Strings" was
added and sung by Cinderella and the Prince.

• In an interview with Rosie O'Donnell, Bernadette Peters revealed that she
hardly plays an evil character and it was hard being mean to Brandy.

• "Cinderella" marked Brandy's movie debut.

• “Cinderella” was Paolo Montalban's movie debut.



ACTIVITIES



[Whitney]
Impossible
For a plain yellow pumpkin to become a golden carriage
Impossible
For a plain country bumpkin and a prince to join in marriage
A slipper made of glass is just a shoe
And dreamers never make a dream come true
Impossible

Impossible
For a plain yellow pumpkin to become a golden carriage
Impossible

For a plain country bumpkin and a prince to join in marriage
And four white mice will never be four white horses
Such falder-all-and-fiddle-dee-dee of course is
Impossible
But the world is full of zanies and fools
Who don't believe in sensible rules
And won't believe what sensible people say
And because these daft and dewey-eyed dopes
Keep building up impossible hopes,
Impossible things are happening everyday

[Brandy] Impossible
[Whitney] Impossible
[Brandy] Impossible
[Whitney] Impossible
[Brandy] Impossible
[Whitney] Impossible
[Both] Impossible

[Brandy]
It's possible
For a plain yellow pumpkin to become a golden carriage
It's possible
For a plain country bumpkin and a prince to join in marriage

"IMPOSSIBLE" LYRICS



[Whitney]
And four white mice are easily turned to horses
Such falder-all-and-fiddle-dee-dee of course is
Quite possible

[Both] It's possible
[Brandy] For the world is full of zanies and fools
[Whitney] Who don't believe in sensible rules
[Brandy] And won't believe what sensible people say
[Both] And because these daft and dewy-eyed dopes
Keep building up impossible hopes
Impossible things are happening everyday

[Brandy] It's possible
[Whitney] It's possible
[Brandy] It's possible
[Whitney] It's possible
[Brandy] It's possible
[Whitney] It's possible
[Both] It's possible













Film Vocabulary
Actor/Actress A person who plays the role of a character in a movie. 
Action A term called out by the director to start filming. (“Action!”) 
Action Film A fast-paced adventure movie. 
Agent A person responsible for the business of an actor or artist. 
Animated Film A movie made by a series of picture 

drawings or computer graphics. 
Behind the Scenes The work done off-camera while making a film. 
Bird’s Eye View A camera shot from above as a bird would see flying over. 
Boom Microphone A microphone placed on an extendable rod. 
Boom Operator A member of the sound crew who works the boom microphone. 
Best Boy A person responsible for operation and equipment 

in the lighting or grip departments. 
Blockbuster A movie that is a major success. 
Camera A device for recording images. 
Camera Crew A group of workers that operate the cameras. 
Camera Angle The point of view from the camera. 
Cameo A small part played by a famous person as a guest appearance. 
Cast All the actors that are in a movie. 
Casting The process of choosing actors for a movie. 
Cinematographer The person in charge of the photography and camera work . 
Clapboard A small board that shows the information of the 

movie. It is “clapped” to start the take. 
Clip A brief segment from a movie. 
Close-up Shot A zoomed in shot that shows a person or item that fills the screen. 
Comedy A funny movie. 
Costume Designer A person who designs the costumes for a movie. 
Crane A large machine that lifts the camera high off the ground. 
Credits A list of all the people who helped make the movie. 
Critic A person who writes reviews of films. 
Cut A term used by the director to stop filming. (“Cut!”) 
Digital Camera 
Profile (DCP) 

A collection of digital files used to store and convey digital 
cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams.

Director The leading artist on a movie set, in charge of making the film. 
Documentary Film A movie that shows real events and follows actual people. 
Dolly A wheeled support for the camera. 
Double An actor who stands in for another actor during special scenes. 
Drama A movie with an exciting, emotional, or unexpected storyline. 

Editing Choosing, arranging, and fixing clips to create a scene. 



The The processprocess  of makingof making  a a movie movie fromfrom  anan  initial ideainitial idea  
  editing.editing.  

AA  ccamera amera shot fromshot from  far away,far away,  usuallyusually  showingshowing  ththe e charactercharacter  
as as very smallvery small  inin  comparisoncomparison  toto  theirtheir  surroundings.surroundings.  

Someone Someone who who adaptsadapts  a a musicalmusical  compositioncomposition  forfor  
voicesvoices  and and instrumentsinstruments  toto  aa  movie.movie.  
AA  moviemovie  whewhere re singingsinging  andand  dancingdancing  isis  usedused  asas  a a mainmain  
formform  of of communication.communication.  

EditorEditor  A person in charge of editing.A person in charge of editing.  
ExtraExtra  AA  personperson  wwho ho appearsappears  inin  a a movimovie e usuusually aally as s partpart  ofof  aa  crowdcrowd  oror  

inin  the backgroundthe background  ofof  aa  scene.scene.  
Fast MotionFast Motion  AA  shot in ashot in a  movimovie e thatthat  appearsappears  to to movemove  muchmuch  fasterfaster  thanthan  

other shots.other shots.  

Film FestivalFilm Festival  An An event event where where multiple multiple filmfilms s are are viewed viewed and and often often prempremiere iere forfor  thethe  
firfirsst t time.time.  SSomeome  filmfilm  festivalsfestivals  hahaveve  aa  consistentconsistent  themetheme  
throughout each film.throughout each film.  

FilmmakingFilmmaking  
through through scriptwriting,scriptwriting,  shooting,shooting,  directing,directing,  andand

FlashbackFlashback  A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.  
Foreign FilmForeign Film  AA  moviemovie  produproducedced  outsideoutside  thethe  US.US.  
FrameFrame  One of the many still imagesOne of the many still images which com which compose the completepose the complete  

moving picturmoving picturee
GenreGenre  A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, etc.etc.  
Green ScreenGreen Screen  AA  greengreen  background background thathatt  actorsactors  areare  filmedfilmed  inin  front of that allowsfront of that allows  

computer graphicscomputer graphics  to to be be addedadded  laterlater  tto o changchange e thethe  background.background.  
Hair StylistHair Stylist  

A person responsible for maintaining acA person responsible for maintaining actors’ hairstyles during filming.tors’ hairstyles during filming.  

HighHigh-Angle -Angle ShotShot  A camera angle that lookA camera angle that looks down on a chars down on a character.acter.  
Independent FilmIndependent Film  A movie producA movie produced by a smaller studio.ed by a smaller studio.  
HorrorHorror  A scary movie.A scary movie.  
LightLightinging  ArArtifictificial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.ial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.  
LightLighting Crewing Crew  A group of technicA group of technicians who install and operate lighting.ians who install and operate lighting.  
LongLong-Sho-Shott  

LowLow-Ang-Anglele  ShotShot  A camera shot that looks up at a character.A camera shot that looks up at a character.  
MMakeake-up -up ArtistArtist  AA  personperson  inin  charge charge of actors’of actors’  makemake-up.-up.  
MovieMovie  A series of sA series of s rtill or moving images captured by a cametill or moving images captured by a camera.a. 
Music ArrangerMusic Arranger  

MusicalMusical  

PremierePremiere  

PropProp  Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.  
PyrotechnicianPyrotechnician  A member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosA member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosions.ions.  
ReelReel  AA  metalmetal  spoolspool  that holdsthat holds  film.film.  

.The first official showing of a movieThe first official showing of a movie.  

Producer A person responsible for the financial and managerial aspects of making 
of a movie.



Scene A series of shots used in a movie. 
Screenplay A script written to be produced as a movie. 

Sci-Fi A movie based on an imagined future, usually relating to scientific or 
technological advances. 

Script The written text of a play, movie, or broadcast. 
Sequel A movie that is a continuation of the story of a previous movie 
Setting The time and space in which a story takes place. 
Set Designer The person responsible for turning the idea of the movie’s 

environment into a set that can be used for filming. 
Slow Motion A shot in a movie that appears to move much slower than the rest 

of the shots. 
Sound Effects Audio added by the sound crew after filming. 

Soundtrack The collection of songs played throughout the movie. 

Spaghetti Western A western filmed in Italy, often with American leading actors. 

Special Effects An artificial effect used to create an illusion in a movie. 

Spoof A comedy movie that humorously mimics another movie/ 

Star A famous actor or actress. 

Steadicam A device that keeps a camera steady and makes the 
shot look smoother. 

Storyboard Pictures created to show the ideas of a scene or movie. 

Studio A company that produces films. 
Stunt A dangerous action performed in a movie. 

Stuntman A performer who fills in for actors during dangerous scenes. 

Take One version of a specific shot in a movie. 

Talkie An early term for a film with sound and recorded voices. 

Trailer A short preview for a movie. 

Trainer A person who works with animals to perform various behaviors in movie. 

Voice-Over Artist A person hired to do the voices for animated characters. 

Wacom Cintiq A device that allows a user to draw images on a tablet screen that are 
digitized into a computer, like electronic pen and paper. 



Western A movie about cowboys, usually set in western North America. 

Wrap A phrase used by the director when finished shooting. (“That’s a wrap!”) 

Writer A term for someone who creates written work for a film. 

Zoom Shot A shot that magnifies an object’s size. 
3-D Film A movie that uses technology to make it seem as though 

you are watching it with three dimensions. 



Visualizing Film Vocabulary 

Clay Sculptures Avars (Hinges) Colorscripts 

Script Voice Actors 
Lighting Technical 

Designer 

Stimulation Department 
Storyboards Virtual Camera 



Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Reel Script Low Angle Shot

Boom Microphone 
and Operator Dolly Wacom Cintiq 

Clapboard Steadicam Storyboard 

Camera Crew Director Film Festival 
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